
 Gr 7 Natural Sciences – Term 3, Topic 4 
 

 

QUIZ 1:  MEMORANDUM  

INSULATION AND ENERGY SAVING     

INVESTIGATION:  Visual Activity [Watch the video clip and fill in the missing 

answers] 

Video Clip 5:  How to Demonstrate Insulation Principles | Science Projects 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8I96BzSNNqE [4:46] 

1.  Mark the 10 items in any order:                     [10 x ½ = 5] 

        water        ;   plastic container    ;    plastic jug   ; 

        ice cubes      ;   plastic spoon    ;    stopwatch   ; 

        blue food colouring     ;   fat      ;    plastic         ;  

        teaspoon                           ;   2 zip lock bags          

2. Hypothesis question:        [2] 

How long will it take the demonstrator before he pulls his bare hand out 

of the icy water? 

 

My answer [any acceptable answer]      [1] 

[e.g.]   5 minutes; 30 minutes; 1 hour; 50 seconds; etc. 

3. List the 8 steps:         [8] 

STEP WHAT DID YOU OBSERVE? 

1 Place / Fill half of a plastic container with tap water.  

2 Add the ice cubes from the jug into the plastic container. 

3 Add a few drops of the blue food colouring to the ice water. 

4 Stir the water with a plastic spoon. 

5 Place one hand into the icy water; once it becomes unbearable, 
pull the hand out. 

6 Put 5 teaspoons of fat into one of the zip lock plastic bags. 
[Do not touch the fat with your hands]. 

7 Place your one hand into the second empty zip lock bag and 
then into the first zip lock bag with the fat. 

8 Place both hands into the icy water. 

  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8I96BzSNNqE
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4.  Write down four interesting observations that you have made.  [4] 

 

 The covered hand stayed the longest in the icy water. 

 The bare hand lost heat rapidly to the icy water. 

 The plastic and fat that covered the other hand, prevented heat 

loss to the icy water. 

 The plastic and fat covering acted as a good insulator. 

 

         [TOTAL  20 Marks] 

 


